Abstract-This paper introduces a Combinatory Optimization Problem (COP) which captures the performance in cooperation of a P2P Streaming Network, considered at the buffer level. A new family of strategies of cooperation is defined, which represents the order of query of pieces in a communication between peers. We define a measure of quality for each strategy, based on the most shocking video streaming parameters, namely the continuity and the start-up latency. Our aim is o find quasi-optimal strategies inside the proposed family, by means of on a model based on an Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP). Finally, we solve this ATSP using an ACO (Ant Colony Optimization)-based algorithm. The results show substantial improvement with this approach, once compared with the ones obtained by previous defined strategies of cooperation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet-based multimedia systems have many different architectures, depending on their sizes and on the popularity of their contents. The majority of them have a traditional CDN (Content Delivery Network) structure [1] , [2] , where a set of datacenters absorbs all the load, that is, concentrates the task of distributing the content to the customers. This is, for instance, the case of msnTV, YouTube, Jumptv, etc., all working with video content.
Another popular alternative consists in using the often idle capacity of the clients to share the video distribution with the servers through the present mature Peer to Peer (P2P) systems [3] , [4] , [5] . These are virtual networks developed at the application level over the Internet infrastructure. The nodes in the network, called peers, offer their resources to the other nodes, basically because they all share common interests. As a consequence, as the number of customers increases, the same happens with the global resources of the network. For this reason, P2P networks are said to scale well.
Nowadays P2P networks play an important role because of their popularity and their impact in Internet traffic. Some commercial P2P networks for live video distribution are available, all of them with proprietary source-codes and protocols. The 9781-4244-3941-6/09/$25.00 c 2009 IEEE most successful are PPlive [6] , [7] , SopCast [8] , PPstream [9] , TVAnts [10] and TVUnetwork [11] . This paper is part of the GoalBit project [12] , [13] , the first open-source P2P streaming network.
On one hand, the dynamism and freedom of peers in a P2P network are attractive and powerful tools for the users. On the other hand, they impose many challenges on the architecture design and on the protocols for sharing information [14] , [15] . Live video P2P networks have harder constraints to satisfy, because the video has to arrive at each peer before its playback time and moreover many nodes only remain connected a few minutes [16] . Surveys about P2P networks for live video distribution [17] , [18] , [19] show that the continuity in the playback and the delay of the video are the most important factors in the quality of experience perceived by end users. See also [20] , [21] for related details. A high cooperation between peers, and specially an efficient piece selection strategy, are indispensable in order to obtain high playback continuity and low latency in a P2P streaming network [22] .
In this paper, we present a new piece selection strategy that has better results than previously considered proposals. For its design, we define a Combinatory Optimization Problem (COP), translated into a suitably Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP), and solved metaheuristically following an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) approach. The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes a simple model of piece selection strategies proposed in [23] . In Section III some popular piece selection strategies are presented. Section IV describes a new family of piece selection strategies and some of their properties. A quality measure for each member of this family is defined, which allows to propose a COP in order to look for optimal strategies. In Section V we translate the proposed COP into an ATSP model. The latter helps us to find an initial seed in order to initialize the pheromones of an ACO-based solution. Finally, in Section VI, we give a comparison between numerical results obtained with the proposed strategies with respect to previous ones, and the main conclusions of this work.
II. SIMPLE MODEL FOR SHARING (FROM [23])
Let us consider a P2P network composed of M identical peers, each one with a buffer of size N , and a single server which has the entire video content. Time is slotted and in each slot, the server chooses one peer at random and uniformly to send the present video piece. Peers interchange the pieces using some cooperation strategy. They are responsible to assemble these pieces so as to obtain the desired video. At each time slot, every peer displays the oldest piece in its buffer (i.e., the piece at position N ). A distortion is perceived by the user if she could not obtain this piece in time. See Figure 1 for a graphical description. Pieces are also obtained from other peers. In general, and following some specific strategy, a peer A will look at a given position in its buffer. If it is empty, the peer will ask some other peer B for the missing piece. If the initial buffer position is already filled, the requesting peer goes to some other position and repeats the same iteration until it finds an empty one. If B does not have the corresponding piece, then A can ask for other piece it needs (looking again for an empty position in its buffer). This scheme leads either to a success, when A finally gets a piece from B, or to a failure, when there was no empty position in A's buffer that could be filled by a piece coming from B. The extension of the query is the number of buffer positions that A needs to examine in order to get a new piece. It is assumed that the whole query lasts no more than a time slot.
Let us call p i the probability that a peer has the correct piece in the ith position of its buffer (by symmetry, assuming all peers use the same strategy, p i is independent of the peer, and assuming stationarity, it does not depend on time neither). Consider that a particular peer k selected peer h to download a piece. Using a specific piece selection strategy, suppose that at some time t, the piece corresponding to k's buffer position i is missing, so, desirable for peer k, and owned by peer h. The probability of this event is denoted by s i (for the reasons mentioned above, it only depends on i). The function mapping i ∈ {1, . . . , N } into s i ∈ [0, 1] is called the selection function of the strategy. Defining the index of the initial piece of the server as 1, it is shown in [23] that:
This shows that, as a function of i, p i is monotone in the playback direction (p i ≤ p i+1 ). The continuity of playback is measured by C = p N , i.e., the probability of having the next piece to be reproduced. The start up latency of the video streaming is measured by
which represent the start-up time (measured in slots) that is necessary to reach the stationary state (typically configured as the buffering time).
This paper is focused on proposing a new piece selection strategy with high continuity C, and at the same time, low latency L.
III. CLASSICAL STRATEGIES AND A MIXTURE
This section presents two classical piece selection strategies, named Rarest First and Greedy, and a third one defined as a mixture of them. Rarest First enjoys a prestigious place nowadays, because of its origins with the popular BitTorrent system [24] . With a Rarest First strategy the peer chooses to download the pieces that are locally rarest, in order to guarantee a high piece diversity. In a streaming context, it basically consists in selecting a missing piece that the contacted peer has and looks initially far away from the playback (for rare pieces, because of monotonicity of p), that is, starting from the beginning of the buffer. This leads to the following expression for s i :
In words, the piece at position i is selected under the following conditions: the server did not send the piece to the requesting peer, the requesting peer does not have the piece and the contacted peer does, and at positions 1 to i − 1 either the requesting peers had already the corresponding piece or neither of the two peers have it. The Greedy strategy is similar to the previous one, but looks first for the pieces nearest to the playback. This leads to the following expression for the probability s i : Figure 2 shows graphically the Rarest First and Greedy strategies. It is well known that Greedy achieves low latency, but it is not as scalable as Rarest First [25] , [23] . A mixture of these two strategies is possible, by simply dividing the buffer in two parts, from positions 1 to some index value m, 1 ≤ m ≤ N , and from m + 1 to N , and by and applying the Rarest First strategy in the first section and Greedy in the second one. This combination offers a more reduced latency than Rarest First and still possesses good continuity [23] .
IV. A NEW FAMILY OF STRATEGIES
Let us consider a permutation of the first N − 1 buffer positions:
With each permutation π we can associate the strategy defined as follows. Let us call A the requesting peer and B the requested one. In the first step, A examines its buffer at position π (1) . If the chunk is missing and B has it, the download is performed. Otherwise (the chunk is not missing, or it is, but B does not have it), A goes to position π(2) and the process repeats (until a success or a failure, the two only possible final results).
This scheme defines (N − 1)! different strategies. We call them permutation-based strategies. For the strategy associated with permutation π, the corresponding selection probability expression is:
Observe that the identity permutation and the inverse one define the Rarest First and Greedy strategies respectively. The following permutation π defines the mixture of them associated with index m:
This family of strategies enjoys at least three useful properties, which guide us to define a measure of quality, and an algorithm for finding an efficient one.
Lemma IV.1. s π(i) is a strictly monotone decreasing sequence.
Proof: By definition, all permutation strategies satisfy the following recursion:
It is easy to verify by induction that, for each position i, we have p i ∈ 1 M , 1 . Then, the following relation holds:
showing the monotonicity of s π(i) .
The N −2 equations defined by (9) , together with the N −1 equations given in (2), allow to obtain a nonlinear determined system of size 2N − 3, in which the unknown parameters are {p i } i=2,...,N ∪{s i } i=1,...,N −1 −{s π(1) }. The system can easily be solved in O(N ) time. As a consequence, it is to possible to evaluate the performance (continuity and latency) for any particular permutation.
The following lemma will be needed in next section.
Lemma IV.2. Consider a sequence of reals (x 1 , . . . , x N ) where x i = x j if i = j. Then, there exists a permutation π with the following property: in the associated strategy, the corresponding selection function satisfies s i > s j whenever
Proof: Given any sequence (x 1 , . . . , x N ) such that
If s is the selection function of the strategy associated with π, then by Lemma IV.1 we have
We propose now a definition of the quality of any permutation-based strategy. Let X π be the random variable that counts the number of queries for obtaining a piece, using the strategy associated with permutation π (what we called the extension if the strategy).
Definition IV.3. The quality Q π of the strategy associated with permutation π is its expected number of queries:
It is desirable that this expected value is as large as possible, given that a large number of queries means that peers have many filled buffers (the needed time is not a problem because it is assumed that in the worst case, in the longest one, it is shorter than a time slot). The goal of the COP proposed next is to maximize E(X π ) among all possible permutation-based strategies, subject to the constraints given in (2) and (9) .
Last, the following result provides a means for the evaluation of Q π .
Proposition IV.4. The expected number of queries needed to obtain a piece with the strategy associated with permutation π is:
Proof: Let α i be the probability of having a successful query in step i. Then:
V. TRANSLATION OF THE PROBLEM

A. Previous Search Experience
An exhaustive study of all permutation strategies can be done only for limited buffer sizes, because of the prohibitive computational effort. A concept of pseudodistance between permutations will be useful for treating this problem via heuristics.
Definition V.1. The pseudodistance between two permutations is the minimum number of swaps needed to transform one permutation into the other. Figure 3 presents the pseudo-code of Algorithm 1, which accepts a desired probability of occupation, and constructs an initial permutation which is expected to obtain a probability of occupation p similar to that of the input. Finally, a Local Search is applied, updating in each step the permutation with the best neighbor permutation.
Algorithm 1 was applied to many different inputs p for testing purposes. The first input sequence that was tested was exponential:
In this case, s ideal (see Algorithm 1) is monotonous increasing, and the algorithm falls in the Greedy strategy. The second input was a segmented line shown in Figure 4 for the case M = 1000, N = 40. The correspondent output can be seen in Figure 5 .
It can be seen that a peak in the permutation strategy generates an abrupt change in the objective (a change in slopes). The place of the peak allows to choose the position of the change in the behavior of the objective sequence.
The following tests are based on the generation of a peak. A direct peak in the middle of the buffer results in higher continuities than Rarest First but also in higher startup latencies.
Algorithm 1 PermutationFinderAlgorithm
Input: Probability of occupation: pi, i = 1, . . . , N Number of iterations: n Output: Permutation π {Construction of an initial permutation} 1:
Obtain the ideal strategy sequence s ideal (i) that achieves the latter occupation probabilities p, through:
. . , N − 1.
2:
Find the permutation π that better approximates s ideal such as it was stated in Lemma IV.2.
3:
Solve the nonlinear system defined by equations (2) and (9), in order to find the correspondent selection function of the permutation π, sπ, and the new probabilities p .
4:
Compute the quality of the strategy asociated with π, defined by:
{Local Search phase} 5: for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do Look for the best permutation πnew at distance 1 from π, with quality Qnew. if Qnew > Q then update: Q ← Qnew and π ← πnew else {this permutation is better than any neighbor} break and finish end if end for Fig. 3 . Permutation Finder Algorithm. It receives a probability of occupation p and a number of iterations n, and returns a permutation π. Definition V.2. The subfamily of permutations which present a peak is defined as follows:
The peak is reduced in magnitude because of the selection of the firsts I + J index permutations and the monotonicity of s π(i) . This produces lower latencies than in previous cases. Moreover, the decision of the firsts queries in the extremes 
B. Translation of the Problem
We translated the COP problem into an instance of the wellknown TSP model as sketched in Figure 6 . An N -clique allows to get a bijection between a cycle and a given permutation. Observe that the TSP must be asymmetric, otherwise Greedy and Rarest First define the same cycle, while being naturally different in the original problem. In order to define a distance to the edges, we use an Ant exploration learning mechanism. We enumerate the nodes from 1 to N , and put an ant at the auxiliary starting node N . The first ant chooses the edges randomly and uniformly, without repeating nodes. After a cycle, the visited edges are weighted according to the obtained quality of this cycle, as expressed in Line 1 of Algorithm 2 and detailed in the function "InitializeEdges" (see Figure 7) .
Ants find their best path through pheromones. The initial pheromone weights are taken by considering the subfamily of permutations, as it is detailed in the Function InitializePheromone in Figure 8 .
C. ACO Implementation
Once a weighted graph is obtained the ATSP must be solved. Given that the exploring nature of the problem is similar to those of ants, reduced computational effort and simplicity of implementation, we decided to choose an ACObased metaheuristic, mixed with a Local Search.
At each step, the ants take their decisions by means of the following probabilities [26] (see Function ApplyACO detailed in Figure 9 ):
−β possible y P heromone(i, y) α Distances(i, y) −β After each ant makes its cycle, the pheromone is updated based on E(X π ), with priority to latency, given that the subfamily has an important margin to improve latency, but continuity: P heromones = InitializeP heromone(SubF amily)
{Resolution of the resulting ATSP} 3: π = ApplyACO(Distances, P heromones, iterations) 4:
Solve the nonlinear system defined by equations (2) and (9), in order to find the probabilities pi associated with π.
5:
Calculate the quality of the strategy asociated with π, defined by:
{Local Search phase} 6: for each j ∈ {1, . . . , maxiter} do Look for the best permutation πnew at distance 1 from π, with quality Qnew. if Qnew > Q then update: Q ← Qnew and π ← πnew else {this permutation is better than any neighbor} break and finish end if end for The ACO output's cycle is built considering the most visited edge in each step, without repeating nodes. This output cycle enters the Local Search Phase, in which the permutation is changed at each step by its best permutation neighbor. The process finishes when we cannot improve the quality. It is worth observing that in each iteration of the local search we need to measure
quality values, versus a total of (N − 1)! in a linear search between all permutations. The former is computationally tractable, and the algorithm provides a good trade-off between quality and time consumed.
The adaptation of ACO's parameters is based on [27] , and then tuned in accordance with our particular problem. Our final implementation used Algorithm 2 with α = 0.4, β = 1.5, ρ = 0.5 and 100 ants. Figure 10 shows the result of a comparison between previous strategies and the output of Algorithm 2 for the case N = 30 and M = 100. Table I shows that the obtained permutation achieves an excellent continuity and at the same time a latency comparable to the one reached by Greedy. for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} do 5:
Draw
Step j of the cycle weighting probabilities according with Distances of possible nodes.
6:
end for 7:
Solve the nonlinear system defined by equations (2) and (9), in order to find its corresponding probability of occupation pi.
8:
Calculate the quality of the strategy asociated with π, obtained by the ant:
if E(Xπ) > Qmax then update: Qmax = E(Xπ) end if {Update the distance between used edges} 9: for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} do Distances(edge(j)) = 10(N −j)E(Xπ ) Qmax end for end for Fig. 7 . Initialization of distance between nodes of the network. Each ant makes a stochastic cycle considering probabilities of each walk according to distances.
Function InitializePheromone
Input:
Subfamily of permutations: SubF amily(I, J) Buffer size: N Output:
Pheromones for each edge: P heromone
{Cycle of each ant} 3: for each i ∈ {1, . . . , I} do 4:
for each j ∈ {1, . . . , J} do {Each ant makes the deterministic cycle} 5:
Solve the nonlinear system defined by equations (2) and (9).
7:
Calculate the quality of the strategy asociated with π: for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} do 3:
Draw the next node x of ant i according with:
Be π the cycle of ant i. Solve equations (2) and (9) in order to find its corresponding probability of occupation, named pi.
6:
Calculate the quality of the strategy asociated with π, done by ant i, with priority to latency: 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper defines a new family of piece selection strategies based on permutations of the linear order of piece requests. An outstanding property of this family is that the ascendantdescendant behavior of every injective sequence can be approximated by a strategy of the family. This allows to define a first algorithm which provides a subfamily of strategies with nice performances. The quality of each permutation in this subfamily plays the role of an initial pheromone for a second ACO-based algorithm.
The weights of the ATSP model is based in biased walks of ants. The final results show that the initial COP problem was correctly captured via the ATSP model, and that the Ant Colony Optimization allowed to find much better results than the ones obtained via classical strategies. Moreover, the results were better than the obtained by the members of the subfamily, which served as a seed in the second algorithm.
Our future work is focused on adapting the mathematical model in order to capture the natural dynamism and heterogeneity present in P2P Streaming Networks. This should be directly applied to video streaming networks, and particulary to the Goalbit platform.
